B1 VERS B2 : ECOUTER ET COMPRENDRE
Reconnaître le contenu informatif d’un discours

PETRA, a Canadian student

1-Listen twice to the recording. What is the main idea ? Tick the correct answer.
   a- □ Petra talks about the first immigrants in Canada
   b- □ Petra talks about the aboriginal people in Canada
   c- □ Petra talks about the first nations that colonized Canada

2-Zoom in.
   1-Listen and find the number which is given by Petra. What does it correspond to ?

   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

   2-Find an example of some difficulties that the First Nations people have met.

   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3-Find the name of the Canadian Province mentioned : __________
   B………………………….  C…………………………………

4-Choose the correct answers :
   a- □ In the 1800s First Nations children were taken away from their parents
   b- □ In the 1900s First Nations children were taken away from their parents
   c- □ The children were also sent to private schools in Quebec
   d- □ The children were put into residential schools far from their families
   e- □ The children had to learn English even if they didn’t want to
   f- □ The children had to choose between English and French as their first language

5-Explain Petra’s opinion about that in a few words.

   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

6-Take down what characterizes the First Nations people.
   a-They have a ……………………………….. and a …………………………….. …
   ………………………………… for ………………………………………………………
   
   b-This is shown in : □ films  □ paintings  □ totem poles  □ oral tradition
   
   c-Representation
   “Every First Nations ……………………………..or band has ……………………………..that ……………………………..
   only their band or they only ……………………………..certain ……………………………..and that makes them
   □ admirable  □ reliable  □ distinguishable”

7-The First Nations People’s talents. Tick the three talents mentioned in the list below.
   □ pottery  □ clay working  □ wood carving  □ paintings
   □ photography  □ weaving  □ knowledge of nature
   Which one is missing in the list ?

   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

8-Petra’s general opinion about the First Nations People.

   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………